
Breaking Free Part I - Awareness of Evil 
Many authors have written about our proclivity to submit, to give up, and 
even to embrace our own slavery. Several have postulated that our 
apathy and submission have actually been scripted from birth. 


Fear, secrecy, coverup and greed — censorship, suppression and 
oppression, are hidden behind walls of secrecy while leagues of 
journalists and editors write, film and propagandize the truth all on 
purpose. These people are part of an elite group of blood-soaked 
psychopaths determined to keep the public dumbed-down and 
apathetic.


It seems that most of us are now owned and controlled by evil forces. It is the ultimate Star Wars battle for 
your genetic code, your soul and the consciousness of Mother Earth. This is not about making America great 
again as prescribed by our reality TV President, this is fascism.


Initially I had hope for Trump: he questioned 9/11, pulled out of TPP, called CNN and others “fake news”, 
talked about vaccine safety, term limits and the criminal corruption of Hillary Clinton. And recently, friendship 
with Russia was actually discussed in Helsinki.


But now I have begun to understand what Zionism means and Trump’s true nature. He has pledged $110 
billion in arms support to Saudi Arabia, a nation committing genocide in Yemen, and he provides close to 4 
billion a year to Israel, a nation committing genocide in Palestine. Thus, the USA forms the third leg of what is 
truly a evil triad.


BlackRock, a multi-trillion dollar investment company, saw its portfolio value grow 23 times from 80 to 180 
billion in one month — Jan 2017 — the month Trump was elected. Jewish bankers saved Trump from 
personal bankruptcy in the 1990s. His election was orchestrated by billionaire Zionist Bob Mercier and other 
Zionist forces. Not only does Trump support one of the most evil dictators on the planet, IMO he is 
Netanyahu’s “bitch” and the new face of of fascism.


Want to know why intelligent people fear Zionism? Because Judaism is religion and Zionism is not. Being a 
Jew does not make you a Zionist any more than being Italian make you a Mafioso. What Israel continues to 
do in Palestinian in the name of Judaism should be a gripping insult to the moral character of the “good 
jews”.


Listen to the first 2m of this Chris Hedges speech on GAZA


Apartheid and Palestinian genocide is not practicing Judaism according to the Torah, the original Judaic 
script. Zionist Jews are a scary lot. Currently ZIONIST Jewry accounts for much of the evil in the world.


The Real America, or the America that I want to belong to, is a humble America, a sorrowful America, a 
shameful America — not a fascist America. In my estimation, real Americans should be brave enough to be in 
touch with their evil roots including the psychopaths in government and the lying media whores in MSM. 


https://youtu.be/WIxMyJiZW2o


It is time we paid attention to what we do and have actually done. We have been fed lies and propaganda for 
so long that we actually have begun to believe it. The birth of America began by slaughtering the real First 
Americans. We killed them, stole their land and then caged up the few indigenous people that were left 
standing. We now celebrate this massacre with a perverse annual ritual called “Thanksgiving”. We give thanks 
and honor to what by any measure was an evil bloodletting. 


Real bravery comes from the humble recognition that, in reality, America is a Death Star inflicting pain, 
suffering, death and injustice wherever we go. Corporate media has hoodwinked us into believing that the 
pain we inflict is for the good of the world and that censorship and killing is somehow about free speech and 
democracy. Remarkably we seem to buy this tripe.


Americans should be ashamed of themselves and their heritage. The massacre of the American Indians was 
followed by slavery and the civil war; WWI and II; the development of the atomic bomb; Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki; Korea and our scorched earth bombing program there; the assassinations of Martin Luther King, 
the Kennedy’s and Malcom X; Kent State; Vietnam and Agent Orange. These were followed by 9/11; 
manufactured terrorism; Homeland Security; False Flags; MIC, its 900 military bases and the missing trillions; 
chemtrails;  drone warfare; FEMA camps; the CIA; the Deep State; NSA and DARPA.  We live in a police state 
where Homeland Security watches, NSA listens, TSA gropes, police thugs suppress, and MIC kills. All this 
lock down, all this security yet thousands of children go missing every year.


If we truly had a justice department, the Clinton Foundation would be charged with racketeering and the 
Clintons would be in jail. Peter Strzok was in charge of the FBI's probe into the Clinton Foundation. He also 
got a second paycheck working for the CIA. His wife, Melissa, was appointed Associate Director of the 
Enforcement Division of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) two days after her husband 
discovered thousands of suspicious emails on Hillary’s lap top. Together this tag team has prevented any real 
investigation for 21 months and counting. See for yourself.


Bill Clinton eliminated Glass-Steagall and then the bankers gambled away our money, requiring trillions in 
bailouts from the taxpayers. He then orchestrated the overhaul of the Telecommunications Act. Modifying this 
legislation resulted in the largest media consolidation in history. Now six multibillion dollar media 
conglomerates control 90% of what we see on TV, in print and at the movies.


The Clinton Crime Syndicate, along with billionaire hedge fund manager George Schwartz, aka George Soros, 
and hundreds of others call what they do “philanthropy”. Like the Rockefeller’s and the Rothschild’s before 
them, these scumbags have turned “gifting” into huge tax benefits and profits while hiding the evil nature of 
their actions.


Our air, water, soil and our bodies are continually being poisoned and assaulted by man-made chemicals and 
EMF radiation designed to compromise our health and rob us of our wealth. The third leading cause of death 
in this country is hospitals. Big Ag, Big Pharma, Big Government, and the food industry led by Monsanto are 
killing us softly all the time. How many of you know that Bayer Aspirin (the new owner of Monsanto) had a 
convicted NAZI war criminal (Fitz ter Meer) on its board? Or that Bayer distributed AIDS-tainted blood to 
hemophiliacs in Asia and Latin America; or that it was a spin off of IG Farben, the German company who 
manufactured the nerve gas (Zarklon B) that was used to kill the Jews in Germany?


Insurance companies, Big Pharma and the AMA are attempting to destroy holistic medicine and alternative 
care. Numerous doctors are being suicided to prevent alternative cures from cutting into their extremely 
lucrative sickness business. Government organizations such as the FDA, DEA, CDC, EPA, FCC collude daily 
with the health industry to compromise our health for profit.


Massive companies like Amazon, Google, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter actively practice censorship while 
our college system eliminates free speech, public debate and open dialogue on every campus across this 
country. Scientific and economic thought is routinely tailored to conform to mainstream attitudes and 
opinions. No one questions anything in science unless it is first approved by corporate-sanctioned “peers”. 
Health is to drug company profits like peace is to Lockheed/Martin’s bottom line. The moral code in this 
country and most of the world is totally backwards. Death and war makes money - life and peace does not. 
Does anyone see a problem here? 


https://brassballs.blog/home/peter-strzoks-insurance-policy-is-his-wife-sec-director-melissa-hodgman-who-has-blocked-the-fbis-investigation-of-the-clinton-foundation-for-21-months-and-counting


Orwellian concepts like media control, thought police and the rewriting of history, once thought to be 
hypothetical, are materializing daily. The police have been militarized and their “thugs for hire” swat teams 
routinely raid the wrong house, break down the wrong doors and victimize the wrong people. They are 
becoming more Gestapo-like every day. At a time when we were desperate for the truth, the Obama 
administration prosecuted more whistleblowers than all the other presidents combined.


Our current situation is way beyond writing new laws, establishing term limits and draining the swamp. The 
Ultra Elite are a different species. Are they aliens, reptilians, Pleiadians, Grey's or just sick humans? The inner 
circle is a breed unto themselves. Pedophilia and satanic rituals are commonplace among them. They steal 
our wealth and feed off our misery and suffering, yet somehow we can’t seem to do without them. We 
continually march to their orders.


IMO all of our presidents come from a bloodline of preselected psychopaths. These sickos must all pass the 
same “smell test”. They have to be expert liars; especially convincing under oath or in violation of the 
Constitution.   A tear always helps but make no mistake lying is a prerequisite for this job. Remember Nixon’s 
famous quote? “The people do not want a crook for their president. I am not a crook”. Or who could forget: “I 
did not have sex with that woman”? Or what about going to war in Vietnam based on the Gulf of Tonkin lie 
and what about WMD’s in Iraq? Or closing Guantanamo or promising single payer? They are all huge liars 
because they delude you into thinking they actually care. They are puppets ready to dance when the right 
string is pulled.


You may think Bernie Sanders is an exception to this rule but you would be wrong. He is but another 
illustration of this same hypocrisy, a bone thrown to the public to quell our anger while keeping the same 
corrupt system intact. 


He tries to portray himself as anti military, a peacenik and a true independent. Yet when he was mayor of 
Burlington he sent in the cops to break up gatling gun 
protestors at a local GE plant. He supported Clinton’s 
war in Kosovo.  He also supported Lockheed/Martin’s 
$1.5 trillion bomber and has chosen to replace the Air 
National Guard’s F16’s with these planes in Burlington. 
His voting record is far more pro-military than he cares 
to admit.


Somehow it seems that the war machine is OK if the 
jobs it creates are in your district. This is such 
hypocritical bullshit. What incentive will there be to end 
war if peace equals unemployment? These amoral 
political gas bags are all the same and although Bernie 
may appear to be a variant, he is no exception.


If Sanders were an Independent or a Socialist he would have run as one. He is a player, and the public needs 
to know that. He willingly gave up 13 primaries to Hillary and the Clinton Crime Syndicate.  When instructed,  
Bernie held up her hand to be our next president at the Democratic Convention. This was all scripted months 
in advance. The public’s naivety reminds me of the unwitting Jews in WWII who sang as they walked into 
showers designed to kill them. How Bernie can look in the mirror is beyond me. 


Between 2015-16 the average American income was $59,000. A billionaire makes close to $3 million per day 
and many make several billion every year. They make more in an hour than the average American makes in 
two years — TWO YEARS! Often this opulence and deviance spans multiple generations. To think that our 
moralities are remotely similar is Neanderthal thinking. These people do want they want, when they want at 
levels we cannot even fathom. These people are not remotely like us. They may have our anatomy but they 
are their own evil breed. Start dealing with reality. Several of these warlords have built escape tunnels leading 
to an underground world where their opulence and depravity is accepted as normal


Although the inner circle of the Ultra Elite is frightfully corrupt and deviant, IMO it does not stop there. Millions 
of people work for their amoral companies. These people have chosen money over their own moral values. 
People just like you go to work every day for companies who profit from the sickness and death of humanity. 
These people criticize Big Ag, Big Pharma, MIC, tobacco companies, Monsanto, the Bankers, Oil, Coal and 



Gas, Coke, Pepsi and McDonald’s, etc., yet they show up every morning for work and a paycheck. 
Congressmen and women are not the only ones on the take.


People have deluded themselves into thinking that working for scumbag companies somehow does not make 
you culpable. In fact, working for these companies feeds the Empire twice; once with your labor and then by 
thinking that you can cleanse your conscience by participating in their owned and controlled voting system.


And what about all those blindly obedient rule followers? Twenty-five million pages of laws rules and regs are 
always delivered to us by men in costumes in our courts, churches, colleges, hospitals, military, and at every 
police precinct across America. And too often these rules and regs are then followed blindly by a world of 
consumptive zombies — too numb to care, too stupid to challenge, too afraid to act. 


At the end of the day, you have to ask yourself …  Who is most culpable: the Ultra Elite, the ignorant, the ones 
who know and choose to do nothing, the masses of employees who work for the Empire or those that blindly 
execute their orders? We are being marched into Orwellian cages where war is peace, propaganda is truth, 
NSA listens and Big Brother watches.




We never really had a chance. Our religions have 
programmed us from birth to embrace evil, suffering 
and torture, and to do nothing about it. Christians are 
considered sinners from birth, requiring baptism to be 
cleansed. We are taught to turn the other cheek and 
that to love God means to fear him. 


We worship a man who was tortured with a crown of 
thorns, nailed to a cross and then hung upright to 
bleed out until he died.  The Catholic Church has 
thousands of priests actively practicing pedophilia 
which is supported by the Vatican. Millions of children 
are damaged for life while these criminals get 
transferred from parish to parish. And what about the 
barbaric ritual of eating the body and drinking the 
blood of Christ?


Let’s not leave out the Jews. In the Talmud, God instructs the Jews to snip off the foreskins of little boy’s 
penises and then suck off the blood. It was called oral circumcision or metzitzah b'peh and it is still practiced 
by several Orthodox Jewish groups today. What about animal sacrifices and those evil women who marry 
non-Jews, who are called “shiksa”. Non-Jews are considered pagans by God, they are called “goyim” and 
are often treated as a subclass by many Jews today. Nowhere is this more evident than in Israel, the home of 
the Jews. There, racism, ethnic cleansing and genocide are practiced daily against the Palestinians. In fact 
many Zionist Jews feel that these atrocities are God’s will.


AIPAC has such control of Congress that a bill to make it illegal to boycott Israel has been introduced in both 
the House and Senate, known as the Israel Anti-Boycott Act. Imagine a law that tells you that you cannot 
exercise your free will to not purchase products made by a country that practices apartheid. But, hey, this is 
Israel, the country that does not admit to having a nuclear arsenal, or being racist, superior, or fascist in its 
treatment of Palestinians and free speech.


Antisemitism is being redefined in South Carolina to mean all criticism of Israel. Recently the American Legion 
denied USS Liberty survivors a booth at the 2018 National Convention. These veterans survived a brutal 
attack by Israel who does not want this event to be made public. The fact that this country is our primary ally 
and receives $4Billion in annual aid is but another example of the real United States of America.  The lengths 
that both the USA and Israel have taken to censor the truth is dangerous and frightening. It reminds me of 
blacklisting and the book-burning that occurred in Nazi Germany.


Evil permeates every aspect of our lives. It has forged a world of faceless automatons who now march 
willingly into an Orwellian New World Order (NWO). The picture below I call: “AMERICAN DENIAL”.  As bad as 
it is, it doesn’t include bankers, AIPAC, Monsanto, 5G radiation or “wild fires” with melted cars, evaporated 
buildings and the likely use of Directed Energy Weapons




David Brown calls most Americans “THE WALKING DEAD”:

They move, they speak, but they are not alive.
They are the sum total of the memorized bullshit 

that they have been programmed to believe since birth.

They do not exist as thinking, independent individuals. 
They have no soul, no life energy.

 TV screens at the gas pumps characterize this new world.
 Empty heads will implode from the vacuum

if they are not spoon fed a continual stream of irrelevant electronic drivel.

We are living in the Zombie Apocalypse.
How much longer will the dead be allowed to rule and violate 

the rights and the health of the few of us who have chosen LIFE.

You have been trained to look away, to stick your head in the sand and pretend not to see the blood 
or hear the deafening screams that surround you. America is sponsoring genocide in Yemen and 
Palestine. Its primary allies are Saudi Arabia and Israel. The Zionist propaganda machine always 
practices bullying and censorship. Could it be more clear? We are on the doorstep of fascism.

Part of me says — FUCK IT - you idiots have chosen your fate. You deserve to be sprayed like bugs 
with chemtrails, eat food, drink water, breathe air laced with poisons and seek drugs that are 
designed to keep you sick and dependent on a trillion dollar medical industry. Like boiling frogs you 
will keep ignoring the facts and the increasing temperature until finally you slump over - DEAD. 


But hold on! Evil needs you alive. Without dumb, apathetic, consumptive zombies like yourself there 
is no 99% to exploit. IMO that is what this charade is all about - to keep you sick, stupid and bound 
up by fear and apathy. The elite are laughing. The execs produce an episode of a popular TV 
program that depicts the world as it is and a very likely US takeover scenerio and the willfully blind 
still choose denial.  X-Files clip.


Supporting articles : 

Chomsky Challenge for Americans by Paul Street

Follow the Money 
Seeds of Deception 

What Can I Do? 

https://youtu.be/VYRN7HWzvTs
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/49634.htm
http://mileswmathis.com/black.pdf
https://www.wanttoknow.info/deception10pg


Breaking Free Part II - The Thought Revolution 

If you would be a real seeker after truth, you must at least once in your life doubt, 

as far as possible, all things.  ~  Descartes 


In addition to taking the quantum leap there are some concrete physical things that can be done right now at 
no physical risk to yourself and your family.


1. Be a critical thinker: realize you are being lied to and manipulated 24/7.  Trust NO ONE in media; 
triangulate the facts; do your own research -- develop your own belief systems based on your own 
opinions and conclusions -- not the suppositions of paid experts. Be your own person. Challenge 
everything you are told. Make them prove what they say. 

2. Take responsibility for yourself and your culpability in a world that you have enabled.  
3. Augment the propaganda of MSM with alternative sources of information from the internet. 
4. Take your money out of big banks, go local, go small or go credit unions. Pay cash when you can and 

have some handy. 
5. Do not buy anything new, unless you have to. Used is usually of better quality, is cheaper and lasts 

longer. 
6. Trade or volunteer your time. 
7. Eat organically or as healthy as you can and look to home remedies from Earth Clinic and others 

versus medical solutions from Big Pharma. 
8. Manage all your resources as precious gems that are always being stolen from you. Especially manage 

your fossil fuels, your air, your water, your food, your electricity,  your waste.  
9. Limit TV and increase Internet use. 
10. Speak out to injustice when you see it. Stop being steamrolled. Speak up to bullies. 
11. Realize that everything big is generally bad and corrupt.  
12. Do not work for evil or questionable companies. 
13. Encourage free thinking and discussions at your local college or in your local paper. 
14. Realize that your thinking, your perceptions and your consciousness are under attack BIG TIME. You 

are being programmed to become consumptive zombies.  
15. Do something good regularly. Visit a shut in, mow a lawn, shovel a walk, grow some food, talk to 

a neighbor, express an opinion, babysit.  
16. Be mindful of what you are paying attention to. Think change, live change and change will happen. 

Quantum thinking and a new Global Consciousness will take us there 

Most people are totally oblivious, even the so called “enlightened ones”, to their own enslavement. All they 
talk and think about is the current evil system. How bad this or that is, or how hopeless things are. They 
remain fixated on the current system - frozen in fear. They live in denial, not wanting to talk about the 
atrocities that most of them know about. They perpetuate this evil culture by thinking about these pukes all 
the time. 


https://www.earthclinic.com


The way to destroy evil is to not give it our attention. What we put our attention to grows. Therefore, our 
attention actually feeds the very psychopaths who rule us. Our apathy then completes the formula. 
Psychopathy  +  Apathy = Evil.


Of course this does not mean you ignore the evil, the brutality of 
man’s inhumanity to man. You must observe, you must acknowledge 
and do what you must as a caring human being to be true to yourself. 
Remember - attention also works for good.


Soon, this death culture will be ending and all these sickos will be  
scrambling for the nearest rock. This will not be accomplished by 
marching in the streets, going to jail or risking any harm to yourself or 
a loved one. In fact these fears and the attention that your 
consciousness grants to them is exactly what feeds evil.


Want to break out, reclaim your freedoms and bring peace, openness, justice, love, and compassion back? 
Want to starve evil and feed love?  It is as simple as it sounds and it is absolutely coming whether there is 
Martial law or not.  All the guns and bullets on the planet will not stop it. It is evolving thought. It is Quantum 
Physics with all its implications. This knowledge has been actively suppressed by the Ole boy network for 
over 50 years. In spite of their best efforts truth is starting to prevail and thought and consciousness have 
begun to  evolve again. The future is awareness, attention and intention. Consciousness has already begun to 
shape matter.


The predatory apes that graze on this planet and its people will soon become extinct. The Rothschilds, the 
Rockefellers, the Morgans, the Queen, the Pope, the Jesuits, the Free Masons, the Knights of Malta and 
Knights Templar, the Transhumans, the Reptilians, the Pleiadians, the Grey's, evil aliens and all their minions 
on the payroll in government and media will soon be exposed for their ruthless manipulation of world thought 
and they will become impotent overnight.


Evil begins and thrives with you. It starts right in your backyard with a Select Board when it grants funds to 
the chosen few who have the money and the resources to sift through 25 million pages of ridiculous laws, 
rules and regs. It is further amplified by people who never question any of this bullshit. It always amazes me 
that, irrespective of the shrinking dollar, money can always be found for more cops (although the crime rates 
are way down) and more roads, more security cameras, more town offices, clerks and federal buildings, 
school buildings, libraries and hospitals , etc.  This is all part of the game, a local subset of “The Club," where 
the rich play and mindless civil servants and bureaucrats all pull their relative triggers as instructed, without 
ever looking or questioning why they do anything. OK Massa. You’re the boss Massa.


It is a race. Will your ignorance, apathy and fear keep you frozen long enough so the rich can get you settled 
into your new Orwellian homes? Evil is racing to establish a NWO before you wake up to your innate power to 
shift consciousness  and change the world.


We are about to enter the realm of consciousness, a place where thoughts and 
intentions shape matter -  not survival of the fittest, guns, bullets, fear and secrecy. 
Mother Nature, Quantum Physics and the power of intention will soon replace 
money and bullets. This is not wishful thinking or hope porn, this is a science that 
has been kept secret way too long. We have to stop envisioning a hopeless 
Orwellian future comprised of human lab rats. It is time to envision some light, 
some honesty, some morality, some character and it starts in your head. We are far 
more powerful than we have been led to believe.


Max Planck, the theoretical physicist, won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1963 for 
originating quantum theory. He regards “Consciousness as fundamental. Matter is 
derived  from consciousness," he states. 


The old world of consciousness was based on Newtonian physics and reductionist linear science. This 
science was used to justify the construction of worldwide monopolies that are run with a ruthlessness akin to 
the mafia. The PIC’s (Pukes In Charge) know that their wealth, power and domination will end abruptly if the 
Plebes fully grasp the power they have, to intend change.




In their world, physical matter shapes reality i.e. the most money, the most bullets, the most fear controls and 
shapes our reality and our experiences. But guess what? The PIC’s cannot keep suppressing Quantum 
Physics and Quantum Thinking much longer. A growing number of physicists are breaking rank with what is a 
fraudulent scientific community and daring to go against mainstream thought.


Quantum thinking proves again and again that the intention of the observer determines the outcome. Soon 
this knowledge will usher in a new moral awakening based on our consciousness. Think about the 
implications of this thought - we can intend a new world where consciousness and morality will be more 
powerful than bullets.


Pioneering physicist Sir James Jeans wrote: “The stream of knowledge is heading toward a non-mechanical 
reality; the universe begins to look more like a great thought than like a great machine. Mind no longer 
appears to be an accidental intruder into the realm of matter, we ought rather hail it as the creator and 
governor of the realm of matter.” 


Hundreds of books and thousands of research papers are discussing the power of intention and belief to 
manifest our realities: The  Placebo Affect, the Global Consciousness Project, The Intention Experiment, The 
Secret Life of Plants, The Power of Belief and the Law of Attraction, The Secret. Researcher Masaru Emoto, 
along with a swelling base of scientists are saying that consciousness has an effect on the molecular 
structure of all things. Consciousness will soon become matter as love vibrations start to materialize more 
and more. Matter will begin to take its cues from our intentions and thoughts - not from fear.


When your foot touches the soil and you realize that the molecules in your feet and in the soil are the same, 
and are, in fact, interconnected with the molecules in the universe — that is Global Consciousness. This new 
paradigm is coming. Soon the universal law of life will replace the 25 million pages of manmade bullshit laws   
designed to enslave you. Life is really quite simple: Aspire to kill nothing and become part of the universal life 
force. Be aware and control your participation in the fear and death culture.

 

Wow-oh-wow what a world it would be, a true fantasyland. My partner and I like to call it the New World 
Orchestra. OMG such a thought fills me with joy. Imagine - no guns, no bombs, no killing, no torture, no 
harmful drugs, no lies, no censorship, no media deception, no obscenely wealthy people or corporations, no 
stupid laws, no bullies, no dangerous chemicals, no secrets, no suppression — free energy, free food, free 
thought, openness, optimum health, abundance and truth. All because we envision, believe, intend and feel in 
our bones a replacement energy called life.


You can speed things along by living your intentions now. Be kind - be thoughtful - be sensitive - but be 
verbal about what you see and compassionate to those who are being tortured by this system.  Realize that 
the time has come for you to get involved. Imagine and envision small changes you would like to see in your 
own life. Mother Nature and the Universe are dream weavers - start practicing dreaming now. Soon you will 
see that you can shape your own realty by shifting your consciousness and believing in your intentions. Your 
dreams will become your reality.


Take a Quantum Leap. Grow a conscience, not a pair!  Do this and your apathy and guilt will dissolve. Help 
someone in some way and start dancing. It is time to smile and be proud of who you are.


For those who want to see a well done and thought provoking movie that discusses Consciousness and 
Quantum Thinking check this out. 


Chris Pratt aka

The Reluctant Activist 

Bio on request

Resides in Burlington, Vermont


https://youtu.be/VqULEE7eY8M
https:/thereluctantactivist.org

